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Join us to imagine local election coverage this year — and what follows
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Our Mission

We support local and community-based media through research, programs and products that foster healthy, responsive and resilient news organizations.






Our Areas of Focus




Civic Discourse & Democracy

We work to ensure all people have the information they need to make decisions and thrive.


	API Update
American Press Institute expands collaboration with AP, launches election coverage webinar series








Culture & Inclusion

We mentor journalism professionals toward integrating diversity, equity, inclusion and belonging in every aspect of their work.


	Special Edition
Driving systemic change one behavior at a time








Community Engagement & Trust

We support news organizations as they build trusted relationships with their communities.
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Revenue & Resilience

We provide news organizations with the tools and resources they need to think creatively and achieve overall wellness.
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Featured Research

	Report



Journalists and mental health: An API resource guide

This guide is an effort to point to and organize resources in ways that can be helpful to journalists looking to put words to what they’re feeling and manage those stresses, as well as resources for managers and first-person accounts from peers.
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Funding news: How Gen Z and Millennials pay for or donate to news

As the economics of journalism continue to evolve, a defining question about the future is whether the news media can create content that consumers are willing to pay for or donate to directly. Central to answering that question is understanding the behavior of what many publishers call the next generation of news audiences: Millennials and Gen Z. This report examines in detail who among these audiences pay for or donate to news, how these payers or donors get news, and what topics or interests drive that behavior.
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Inclusion Index report: Assessing the Pittsburgh news ecosystem’s commitment to DEIB

A summary of API's Inclusion Index work in Pittsburgh, starting with the cohort’s inclusion scores and ending with recommendations for effective ways they can work as a whole to improve the Pittsburgh media ecosystem.
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Knowing the news: How Gen Z and Millennials get information on essential topics

Millennials and members of Generation Z will soon become the industry’s dominant generations of news consumers and subscribers. What news topics do they follow most often, and how do they get that coverage? 
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Special Editions

	Marketing for Local News

Successfully and efficiently marketing your work can be hard, especially for local news teams with limited resources, but marketing yourself to your audience is an essential skill for news organizations to drive revenue and promote sustainability.




	Prioritize Your Workload

As news teams begin thinking about their election coverage plans, it may feel like adding more tasks to an already full plate, with a fraction of the staff and resources they once had. But that doesn’t have to mean figuring out how to do more with less — maybe it’s doing less with less.




	Journalism With Care

How can we center care when examining who gets to select and tell stories, how and where they are told, how stories are heard and responded to?
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API Products & Programs




Case studies and best practices to transform your news business





Helping journalists and media leaders transform their local news businesses to better serve diverse communities





Improving how newsrooms cover communities of color by assessing seven areas to reveal inequitable practices





The best analytics tool for newsrooms that helps you align journalism metrics with your editorial values and business model





An award-winning tool that tracks the diversity of sources in your news stories and helps you improve coverage








							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					Latest from Need to Know

	API Tech Talks on source auditing, field trips to the newsroom, and the Supreme Court defines when officials can block people

Continue ReadingContinue Reading







Newsletter

Need to Know

Useful insights for people advancing quality, innovative and sustainable journalism
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Recent Resources



	Article
Host a successful community listening session: Advice from API Inclusion Index leaders



	Article
Civic discourse doesn’t end at the ballot box. Here’s why you should plan ahead. 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